Progress on the Go iPhone Help
Tap to enter a new
student IEP

Tap to delete a
student IEP
Tip: Tap a field
label (First
Name, Last
Name, Grade or
IEP Date to sort
by the label

Tap to go to the
Data Collection or
Progress Report.
Growth can also be
viewed from here
Enter column
heading

Enter whole
numbers for Goals
and decimals for
Objectives
Delete or
temporarily omit a
row.
Data Collection
Results
Create a new
blank row
When entering data,
do not change the
font size of the data.
You can use Bold,
Italics, and Underline

Enter Goal/Obj
Tip: use microphone on keyboard to dictate

(L)Last data point. (3A)
Average of last 3 data
points. (G) Growth from
first to last data points.
Tap to see graph of data
points.

Enter progress
results for the
reporting period

Toggle between
up to 8 diﬀerent
progress report
columns.
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Toggle between students

Go to other sections
Print/PDF 4 column
progress report
Print/PDF 8 column
progress report
Change size of printed
text on a progress report
Extra data collection
forms
Temporarily omit all
items with a decimal
number (i.e.; 1.1)
Show omitted items
Enter teacher(s) for
progress report
Progress report date

Return to list of IEPs
Go to data collection
layout to enter data points
Set default settings for
newly created progress
reports
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Data Collection Input
View a graph of
the data points
Add comments
for the Goal/Obj
Enter the target
data point for
the Goal/Obj

Enter data
point for the
Goal/Obj.
Background
will change
from red to
green as
progress is
made
Select a date
for the data
point

Temporarily omit all objectives with a
decimal number (i.e., 1.1) Only goals will
be active.
Omit all goals/objectives except the
current selected one. This is useful if
you only want to print the data
collection for one goal/objective.
Print/PDF the data collection form
including the data point graph.
Print/PDF data points on data collection
form.
Print/PDF data collection form in
landscape mode
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